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1) Installation of Forprompt Studio Software 

1.1 Downloading ForPrompt Studio Software
You can download Forprompt Studio Software from the link below

https://fortinge.com/product/forprompt/

1.2 Installation Steps 
• Select installation language and press “OK”

• Select the path where the software will be installed and press “Next”
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• Check “Create a desktop shorcut” option in order to create a shortcut on the desktop.

• Click on the “Install” button to start the installation.
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• Installation has started. Please wait until the progress bar reaches the end.

• Installation is completed. Please click on “Launch ForPrompt Studio”in order to run the software.
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2) License
The Forprompt Studio software, has a News version as well. The News version is required in order to 
install the News plugins required for the software to integrate with Newsroom Suites.

2.1 Offline License
Oflline license can be used with dongle. When the dongle is plugged in to a USB port, the software
recognizes the license in it and the software will become ready to use with the license. It is very easy to
move the license from one computer to another with this method.

2.2 Online License
Can be used by entering the supplied product license key to the license section in the software. The
computer must have an active internet connection to activate the license. In order to move the license to
another computer, it must be first removed from the existing one. 

Please see, ForPrompt Studio removing the onlince license

Note: The online license can be removed and moved to another computer, once per month 

Note: An unlicensed software runs in Demo mode, stops scrolling text and changes it in after running 
for 10 minutes
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2.2.1 Online Licensing

1. Click the license button.

2. The 6 empty fields provided are filled (License key, Company or Name, e-mail address, Country, City, 
Telephone)

3. Note: Country, City, Telephone fields are optional.  
4. After the related fields are filled, click the “Register” button.
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3.  Licensing is successfully completed when you see the “Registration is completed.“  message ..

2.2.2 Removing the Online License 

1. Click the License button.
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2. Click the “Unregister” button in the screen that comes up.

3. Click Yes at the “Registration will remove. Do you proceed .

4. The license is removed from the software when you see the “Registration has been removed.” 
message.
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Note: The online license can be removed once per month from a given computer. If it is tried more often,
you will see a warning “You should wait 30 day(s) before second deactivation!” at the attempt

3) Operation of the ForPrompt Studio Software
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3.1 Text Editor Field
In this area, you can make changes in the text and the style.

3.1.1 Editor Upper Panel

The upper panel of the editor consists of 7 main menus. These functions are used to manipulate the 
selected text.
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1.  File

Includes create new document, open, save, save as, buttons.

2. Font

Includes font family, size, bold, italic, understrike style buttons.

3. Text Alignment 

Icludes aling text to left, right, center, both left&right by these buttons.

4. Text and Background Color

Includes text and the background color buttons. 

5. Pane operations 

Includes Cut, Copy and Paste buttons.

6.  News Headline Editor

Includes Creating the News Headline, and refreshing the Rundown buttons.

7. Clear Style

Clear the Style from the entire text by clicking the related button.

8.  Undo and Redo 

Undo and Redo the changes made on the text by clicking the related buttons.

3.1.2 Editor Lower Panel 

Consists of 5 Menus. These functions are related to the entire page
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1.General Page Format 

The color of text and the background color, line spacing, Tab spacing for the entire page, and change 
Caps function. 

2. Text Statistics 

Shows the word and character count in the text.

3.Settings 

Goes ForPrompt Studio settings.

4.About 

The software version, and license type informations are displayed here.

5.Scaling

Increases the visible size of the text in the editor panel. This change does not affect the size of the font 
and the size of the text on the engine.

3.2 Story List

The news headlines  of  the  active  rundown are  listed  here.  The
headlines that can be seen in the Edit screen are visible in green
color in the Story List. The desired headline is displayed in the text
editör field by double clicking on it.
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3.3 Rundown List

In the Rundown List Panel, the rundowns that come from the newsroom can be seen. Double clicking on
the requested rundown opens it in the text editor field.The active rundown is indicated with green color.
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3.4 Prompter Control Panel

3.4.1 Control Buttons 

1.Prompt

Sends the text in the text editor field to the engine screen for rendering . If the engine screen is not 
running, than it starts engine screen.

2. Play

Starts prompting.

3. Stop

Stops prompting.

4. Update

Sends the text in the text editor screen to the engine, it does not change the position of the scrolling text.

Note: The Live Update feature is activated by right clicking on this button. The Live 
Update features allows changes in the text to be sent to the Engine instantly, while on-air

5.Go to active story

The headline that is visible in the text editor screen is sent to the Engine screen. With this button, the 
position of the text on the Engine and the Editor, are matched.

Note: If the text on the Engine is different than the text on the Editor, the correct position cannot be 
found.
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3.4.2 Speed Panel 

1.Increase Speed 

Increases the speed of the scrolling text on the Engine screen by one notch.

2. Decrease Speed

Decreases the speed of the scrolling text on the Engine screen by one notch.

3. Speed Bar

Adjust the scrool speed on the Engine screen on the sliding bar.

4. Go to Top 

 Goes to the beginning of the text loaded on the Engine Screen.

   5. Go to Bottom

    Goes to end of the Engine Screen.
  
   6. Go to Previous Story
  
   Goes to the previous story ın the Engine Screen.   

    7. Go to Next Story

    Goes to the next story on the Engine Screen.
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3.4.3 Preview

The Preview panel shows the preview of the copy of the output of the Engine Screen. The output of the 
Engine Screen can be monitored here in real time.

Enable Preview: Activates/deactivates the Preview function.

Reading Marker: Activates/deactivates the reading marker on the Engine screen 
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3.4.4 Spot Message

Spot Message panel can be used to send an independent text message to the Engine screen. It sends 
message to the Engine Screen that Forprompt Studio is connected to. 

3.4.5 Engine 

3.4.5.1 Engine to be Controlled 

ForPrompt Studio runs on a client/server architecture. The Editor and Engine are actually independent
pieces of software that can be installed on different machines on the network. The Editor can control
other Engines and more than one Engine, running on the same network. Multiple editors are connected
to the engine at the same time. In this section , the IP adress of the Editor is choosen to define which
Engine Screen to connect. Remote connectşon operation on the network is provided using the TCP/IP
port..

3.4.5.2 Engine Screen Output Monitor

Here, it can be selected, which monitor output the the computer, the Engine Screen will use 
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4) Control Devices 

Remote control  devices can be used as plug&play. The
connected devices are automatically listed. All connected
remote control devices can function at the same time. An
unlimited  number  of  remotes  can  be  used  at  the  same
time. You can see the RF Receiver, Fortinge RF Controler,
and  the  Fortinge  Jog  Controller.  The  battery  status  &
connection strength of the RF controls can be seen from,
the panel of the control devices 

In the Status colon, the remote that is currently sending a
command is shown in green, the remote that is active, but
not sending a command is shown in yellow, and the remote that is on standby is shown in grey 
 
Additionally,  ForPromt  Studio  supports  Contour
Shuttledevices  ,  the  Foot  controller,  and the  Pen Mouse
Controller
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5) Newsroom Integration 
ForPrompt Studio software is fully integrated with MOS protocol and the Avid iNews newsroom suite 

Not: In order to use with newsroom suites, you must have purchased the ForPrompt Studio News 
version first. The standard version can not integrate with newsroom suites.

5.1 Mos Connection 
ForPrompt  Studio software  runs  with all  version of  the
MOS  protocol.  The  rundowns  coming  from  MOS  are
listed on the Rundown List panel. The text editor field is
shown by double clicking on the selected rundown.  If a
change is  done on the  rundown on the  newsroom süite
(such as changing headline, changing the rundown order,
deleting  a  headline,  changing  the  prompt  text)  these
changes  are  automatically  reflected  on  the  rundown
loaded on ForPrompt

Note: If the Auto-Update option is enabled, double clicking the rundown loads it on the 
Engine as well. In this case, changes coming from the MOS server are automatically affected to the 
Engine Screen.

Note: In case the rundown command from MOS is active , the warning“Auto update is active.”can be
visible  at  the  bottom of  the screen.  This  shows that  the changes  made on the  MOS server  will  be
automatically displayed on the Engine Screen. If Auto-Update is active, and the text was also manualy
edited on the text Editor field an update done on the MOS server will overwrite and delete all the
manual edits

Announcer names coming from MOS

 are displayed with red background  
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5.2 Avid iNews

ForPrompt Studio communicates with Avid iNews over FTP
protocol. The desired rundown is typed on the settings page
and added to the rundown list

5.2.1 Connecting to Avid iNews

In  the  settings  page,  the  settings  of  the  Avid
iNews  server  are  entered.  The  rundowns  are
enterd in the “Rundown List” on settings page
listed in the panel

Adress: IP Adress of the Avid Inews server 

Port: The port used by the Avid iNews server 

Username: The username used to connect to the
Avid iNews server 

Password: The  password  related  to  the
username mentioned above 

Rundown  List: The  list  that  shows  the
rundowns that need to be listed in the rundown
list panel.
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6) Engine Screen

The UPPER ARROW scrolls text upwards and speeds up. The DOWN ARROW scrolls text downwards
and speeds up. RIGHT ARROW goes to the next news story, LEFT ARROW goes to the previous story,
HOME button goes to the top of the page, END button goes to the bottom of the page. PAGE UP goes to
the previous page, PAGE DOWN goes to the next page.

Note: The ending line displayed in grey shows  the end of the page.
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7) ForPrompt Studio Software Features

7.1 Supported File Formats 
ForPrompt Studio supports Txt, Html, Rtf, Docx file formats.

7.2  Supported Video Output Devices 
ForPrompt Studio supports all Blackmagic Decklink video capture devices 

8) System Requirements 
Recommended minimum hardware specs for running ForPrompt Studio software:

CPU: Intel i7 or equivalent
Display: 1920*1080 Resolution
Graphics Adapter: 1+ Ghz Gpu Clock, 1+ GB GPU Memory
Video Device: Decklink SDI 4K
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